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Adele Binelli started choreographing in her own living room as a child in Italy, inspired 
by such iconic movies as “West Side Story”, “All That Jazz”, “Hair” and “A Chorus Line” - 
movies which later, among others, became subject of her Dissertation Thesis, “Dance in 
the American Movie Musical”. Adele holds a Ph.D, translated as a Masters Degree by the 
World Education Center in New York City. 

After a solid ballet and jazz foundation (Matt Mattox was her very first jazz teacher) 
and training with the best educators in the heart of New York City, Adele went on to 
work with two of the people she so admired: Gwen Verdon and Ann Reinking, perfecting 
her bob fosse style and completely diving into the artistry to the late choreographer.  
Being the apprentice for Ann Reinking more than once in “The Broadway Theatre Project”, 
Adele caught the eye of the latter when choreographing her first  piece, “Everything 
Said” and was referred by Ms. Reinking for her first professional choreography/staging 
commission, a regional production of “A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum”. 

Adele was the protagonist of multiple musical theatre workshops immersing herself 
completely in lectures led by Stanley Donnen, Julian Stein, Jeff Calhoun, James 
Naughton, Rob Fisher, Debra McWaters, Pat Birch, Gregory Hines, Roy Sheider. 

Adele studied as many dance vocabularies and styles as possible (and relentlessly does) 
and her first commercial break happened with the Pepsi Cola Company as she 
choreographed the National Industrial for the lunching of “Pepsi Twist”. 

Adele went on being the associate choreographer/director on Broadway for projects 
such as the run of the British show “Cafe a GoGo”, (the London West End original title 
is “A Slice of Saturday Night”) by the Heather Brothers as well as working in the same 
capacity for many MTV  Europe Award Winning music videos. 

Adele has been teaching for 25 years, all throughout her professional career, bringing 
her passion for dance to as many dance education centers as possible, mentoring, 
coaching and helping young professionals shine through their uniqueness. 
Adele instructs the dancers in both classical and most recent styles to prepare them for 
the professional world. 

When not working on a project, Adele gives regular master classes not only in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Las Vegas, San Diego, but also “back East” and across the 
Country as well as in Europe and Asia. 
   
As an actress, Adele appeared on the ABC soap "General Hospital" and was on "One Life To 
Live" as Connie. 

Adele Binelli has acquired her green card and us citizenship as a self petitioner 
choreographer-director. 
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